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PGC International Announces Two New Videos for Industry
(TOPEKA) ‐ The Protective Glazing Council (PGC) International today announced a new video
series debuting on its website, as well as the availability of a video presentation about the
industry. Located at the new PGC International Video Section of its website at
www.protectiveglazing.org/video, the new series titled “An Interview With…” features top
experts and personalities from the protective glazing industry answering a variety of questions
about the industry, PGC International, potential threats to building envelopes and future issues.
The debut episode features an in‐depth interview with Ron McCann, Director of Sales for
Owatonna‐based Viracon, as well as current President of PGC International.
“This series will focus on issues within the industry,” said Brian Pitman, Director of Marketing
and Communications for the organization. “Many of the questions our guests are posed include
real‐life concerns, such as why the protective glazing market is down, what the overwhelming
sense of complacency by the Federal Government means to security, and even whether there is
a need for PGC International to exist in contrast to similar efforts of other trade associations in
the industry. Our viewers will find the answers enlightening and even compelling in many
cases.”
In addition to the new series, visitors will be able to watch the hour long presentation by Raj
Goyal, a current member of the PGC International Board of Directors, about many aspects of the
industry, including threats, applications and technologies, and technical standards and testing.
The presentation, recorded at the recent glasstec trade show in Dusseldorf, also includes
downloadable handouts for further information.
“Raj gave a great presentation in Germany,” said Pitman. “It covers a great deal of information
and has immediate value to many in the industry, including architects, glazing contractors,
building owners, government officials, installers and more.”
Additional educational presentations, as well as new episodes of “An Interview With…” will be
posted to the website periodically. Viewers may also submit feedback to
brian@protectiveglazing.org with comments and suggestions for future interviews and
presentations.

###
The Protective Glazing Council (PGC) International represents manufacturers of protective glazing products and systems, suppliers to
these manufacturers, consultants and testing organizations. The Association was organized to provide support to government and
industry in the development of standards and specifications, as well as use of protective glazing products, for blast resistance, bullet
resistance, and main force attack.
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